


Since the summer of 2002 we have been successfully growing Northwind Enterprises, LLC, located 
in the Northwoods of Wisconsin.  From mapping grouse habitat, to conducting outdoor grouse & 
woodcock clinics and guided hunts, to breeding Elhew English Pointers and training all breeds of 
bird dogs, while also conducting workshops on how to locate and strategically hunt grouse & wood-
cock, our business is all about grouse and woodcock hunting. 
 
In the fall of 2002, we introduced to grouse hunters the Northwind Grouse Habitat Maps that were 
written up in the 2005 March/April edition of the Shooting Sportsman magazine.  Currently we have 
available for grouse hunters over 100 books of maps that collectively identify over 4250 clear cuts 
within  Wisconsin, Minnesota, Lower and Upper Michigan, Maine, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania 
and Vermont that total over 208,000 acres of habitat.  
 
In 2003, at the request of many of our customers, Ann developed a 3 1/2 hour, hands-on “Grouse 
Clinic”, conducted in the woods, for hunters who want to learn more about the Ruffed Grouse, its 
habitat, food sources, etc.  In the fall of 2005, Tom Mohrhauser, contributing editor for the Upland 
Almanac magazine, participated in one of Ann’s Northwind Grouse & Woodcock Clinics and wrote 
an article that ran in the 2006 spring edition.  In the article Mr. Mohrhauser writes: “Ann Jandernoa 
and Skip Souther, via their company Northwind Enterprises, LLC. are offering hunters a veritable 
smorgasbord of information and tools that will dramatically increase anyone’s chances for success and 
more importantly, your enjoyment.  With a product line of maps detailing clear cuts in prime grouse 
states across the upper Midwest and New England, habitat and grouse behavior seminars, guiding and 
well bred and trained grouse dogs they have come up with the right products and services for the times.”  
Further on in the article Mr. Mohrhauser writes ”Jandernoa is a highly trained forester that is well 
respected by loggers for her knowledge of the woodland’s subtle differences in habitat and has guided 
many a logging crew to harvesting techniques that minimize many of the negative effects of logging.  
Her knowledge became quite evident the moment the classroom moved to the first clear cut we studied.”  
 
We have been guiding novices as well as seasoned grouse hunters in the Northwoods for many years. 
We typically conduct over 90 hunts a year, with the majority of our guide business being repeat cli-
ents.  A Nothwind Guided Hunt is a unique experience and is much more than a guided hunt but an 
opportunity to learn about the habitat and the birds we are hunting.  As an integral part of our 
guide business we breed and train our own grouse dogs.  Based on our personal experiences, we de-
cided to work with the Elhew line of English Pointers. We have at least one litter on the ground eve-
ry 12-18 months not only for our guide business, but to provide to our grouse hunting customers the 
opportunity to own their own Elhew bred pup or started grouse dog.  Nestled in the heart of the 
Northwoods, just north of Park Falls WI,. and surrounded by thousands of acres of with prime 
grouse and woodcock habitat, we are in the process of building the future home for Northwind En-
terprises LLC and Northwind Kennels.  Each  summer, and into the early fall, we spend most every 
day training our own guide dog pups and started dogs, along with a number of our customer’s pups 
and dogs, in the same environment in which they will hunt for our clients and/or their owners.    
 
As we have said from the beginning, Northwind Enterprises, LLC is all about grouse and woodcock.  
Our mission is to use our collective experiences to provide the grouse and woodcock enthusiast with 
the information, education, and services that will make his/her hunting experiences as enjoyable and 
productive as possible.  For that opportunity we  Thank You! 
                                   
                     
 
 
 
 

Copyright 2009 
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A few preliminary comments from the author:  

During the planning stages of this program I knew we wanted to build upon the numerous “live” workshops 

that we have conducted over the past three years, but I also knew we would have to limit the materials to 

three DVDs, approximately four hours and save the additional material for future DVD’s.  We realize that 

much of this initial program is geared toward where we live and hunt, in the Midwest.  We felt that giving 

attention to this area is warranted due to the overall bird population that we enjoy and the many acres of 

public forests in our backyard.  It is hard to argue with an area that has a very high bird population, active 

cutting going on and habitat that supports the large population of birds that we have here.  Even in a down 

year, northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan are better than many other areas even when the other 

areas are at the peak of their cycle.   There are many places in the Northwoods  that provide excellent 

examples of habitat for grouse and woodcock and you can see firsthand what these birds need in order for 

a population to expand and flourish.  We realize that there used to be many areas out East and in the 

Southeast that contained excellent bird populations, however we also know that the lack of cutting has 

resulted in the lack of habitat and thus the demise of the grouse population and a frustration for many 

grouse hunters. 

Unfortunately, the grouse population has been brought to extreme low levels throughout much of the US 

and will continue to decline unless the harvesting of timber returns to being a common industry throughout 

the US.  In the not too distant future we will witness the population of these birds decrease to levels where 

we will no longer be able to hunt because there will no longer be suitable habitat to hold these birds.  We 

honestly feel that greater efforts need to be made and louder voices need to be head if our sport is to be 

here for future generations.  The education of landowners and the public needs to be in the forefront and it 

is not enough to create little areas of habitat on private lands or small tracts of public land because in many 

places it is too little too late.  This has already happened to many areas in the southeast and east.   It takes 

early successional habitat to support these birds and unfortunately most of the public believes that a good 

forest is an old forest and that has become the standard for what woods should look like.  The young forest 

can be related to the youth of the woods and the future of the woods but too few people really understand 

that forestry practices are not a one size fits all.  It is diversity that gives, shelter, cover and food to all 

animals and if there is not a balance then we lose species and for many of the animals it is just one more 

food source or cover that is no longer available.  When I was in forestry school I remember to this day the 

first time I saw a new clear cut and I thought, like many others, how awful it looked.  As my teachers 

explained, however, and helped fit the pieces of the puzzle together, relating forestry practices with wildlife 

and explaining the various habitat needs of the animals, I learned to look at the woods in a much different 

way.  

I have spent most of my life in the woods.  I live in an area surrounded by the woods and I wake up every 

day and look at the structure of the woods and watch the changes that the seasons bring.  There is not a 

day that goes by that I don’t realize that I am blessed to be living where I am.  I would not change my life for 

anything.   Of all the hunting and trapping, I have done, I find the grouse to be the most challenging and 

rewarding.  The complexity of the bird and their habitat is truly amazing.   

In one’s lifetime there can never be enough hunts or research to totally know all of what there is to know 

about these birds.  Hopefully, before it is too late, we will learn that with good sound forestry practices we 

can provide enough habitat for these birds to survive and to once again become plentiful throughout the US. 

Ann M Jandernoa 

June, 2009 
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Copyright & Disclaimer 

 
 

 

The content of the DVDs, Workbook, and other resource materials such as the maps, 
charts, etc. provided within this Workshop were prepared and produced specifically for 
this project by Northwind Enterprises, LLC.   All the slides, text, graphics, and videos are 
Copyright 2009 by Northwind Enterprises, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Any use of 
the materials included with the Northwind PRO Hunter Workshop Self Training Package, 
including reproduction, modification, distribution or republication, without the prior written 
consent of Northwind Enterprises, LLC, is strictly prohibited. 

The base topo maps, excluding call-outs and other enhancements added by the author, 

were produced utilizing the Maptech Inc.  software. The maps are reprinted with the 
permission of Maptech, Inc. and are copyrighted by Maptech, Inc. as such.  Please note 
that even though the maps are provided within these materials are intended to be 
examples, geographic conditions are constantly changing due to weather, logging, 
construction, sale of properties, etc., and Northwind Enterprises, LLC is not responsible 
for the immediate accuracy or content.   
 
The materials contained within the DVDs and Workbook have been provided to those 
who purchase the Northwind PRO Hunter Workshop Self Training Package to use as a 
guide in locating habitat that is generally known to be suitable for Ruffed Grouse.   
Northwind Enterprises, LLC does not guarantee that the user of this material will find or 
shoot a Ruffed Grouse or Woodcock.   
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Some basic instructions on playing the DVDs: 

If you have purchased any of our Northwind Grouse Habitat Maps books you know that in the front of every 

book we have a “How to Use This Guide” page.  Consider this page as much the same. 

 The program is divided into two parts.  In the Part 1 Ann provides a lot of information on the grouse 

and the woodcock that serves as a foundation for how to find and ultimately hunt these birds.  At our 

public workshops we always tell the participants that once Ann gets into Part 2, The Hunt, much of 

what she covers in Part 1 will be applied “in the woods” so to speak.  Ann’s goal is to provide you with 

enough basic information so you can begin to look at the woods, at any time of the year, from the view 

point of a grouse. Throughout Part 1 Ann emphasizes the importance of cover, food, and security and 

by the end of Part 2 you will better understand how it all ties together.   

 

 Part 1 – Grouse and Woodcock, is presented on Disc #1 and Disc #2.  Part 2 – The Hunt is found on 

Disc #3.  For the most part each of these DVDs functions much like a movie DVD you might rent at 

Blockbuster.  When you put one of the discs into your DVD player it will start automatically.  When you 

put one of the discs into your computer, and your default setting is “auto-play”, the auto-play dialog 

box will open on your screen and give a choice as to which DVD player you can use.   We recommend 

Windows Media.  Other players on your computer will work, but margins may be an issue. 

 

 Each of the three discs starts with the standard FBI copyright warning.  Disc #1 then moves onto a 

short slide/music interlude titled “Why We Hunt” which we have provided to help set the mood for the 

Introduction that follows.  Following the Introduction and an Overview of both Parts 1 and 2, a menu 

screen appears and using your remote (home DVD player) or mouse (computer) you can select Play 

All or Chapter Selection.  The line under the choice indicates which option is highlighted and you can 

move the line with your scroll control on your DVD remote or mouse.  If you select Play All, the 

program will run just like a movie but you can still use your DVD player remote to pause, stop, select 

menu, etc.  On your computer you can use the features of the player by right clicking you mouse to 

select the provided options on the drop down menu.  Disc #2 starts with a menu, Disc #3, like Disc #1, 

has a short interlude before the menu. 

 

 Play All vs. Chapter Selection:  As noted above, when you select Play All the program will continue to 

run unless you manually intervene with your remote or mouse. When you select Chapter Selection it 

will jump to a new slide which lists all of the topics on the disc and their run time.  Unlike the Play All 

choice, however, when you select a specific chapter you will be taken back to the Chapter Selection 

page at the end of the given chapter.  Note at the bottom of the Chapter Selection menu that you can 

select Back and you will jump back to the main menu page where you can select Play All if you want.   

 

 Please note:  1. Without getting too technical, even in this day and age there is no universal standard 

for DVDs nor will all DVD players or computers play all DVDs.  The DVDs used in this program are 

DVD-R and the program was captured in the MPEG 2 format.  In the remote chance that you are 

unable to run our DVDs please consider the age of your DVD player or your computer, then give us a 

call and we’ll try to help. 2. Please make sure your DVD player or computer DVD drive are clean as 

dust particles will cause breakups with the video and interference with the audio. 
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Workshop Overview

Some of what’s covered in Part 1

Grouse

• Life Cycle – from a chick to a second year adult their site 

requirements for cover, food and habitat

• Dispersal & early winter regrouping. Where to find the birds 

as the season progresses

• Habitat structure & composition, successional stages in a 

forest which dictate

• Cover & food changes throughout the season

• Population dynamics. Factors that limit population or aid in 

increasing the population

• Sexing and indentifying juvenile grouse to adults, grouse 

population cycles and hunting strategies

Photo’s by AMJ
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Workshop Overview

Some of what’s covered in Part 1 (con’t)

Woodcock

• Habitat requirements, food and cover 

• Flush patterns by sex and time of year

• Hunting strategies depending on time of day, moisture, and 

weather

• How to sex a woodcock and identify a juvenile from an adult

Photo’s by AMJ
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Workshop Overview

Some of what’s covered Part 2

The Hunt

• Use of the internet to plan your hunt

• Pre-season scouting, using topo maps & aerial photos to 

determine timber type

• Hunting strategies for the season, terrain, structural 

composition of habitat, and  changes in the food sources as 

the season progresses 

• Hunting strategies for high pressured areas, hunting the 

“back door of a cut” and  the “J” hook approach for a re-

flush

• Early season and hot weather- “the two hour window”, how 

a pending storm or following right after a storm can create 

opportunities

• What your dog is telling you and the most important 

command 

Photo’s by Chip Laughton
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The Male Grouse Life Cycle

The Drumming Male

Drumming Sites

Fall Drumming

The Territorial Male
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Male Grouse Life Cycle

• The male grouse habitat

• Drumming log, dusting site 

and a nesting bowl

• Escape routes

AMJ
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The Drumming 

Male Grouse

• The  drumming site

• Drumming temperatures

• How far does the sound carry?

• How attached are the males to 
their logs?

• Distribution of drummers

• Drumming Intervals

• Peak Drumming times
Grouse visits his drumming 

log both day and night

Photo’s by John Boettcher
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1:15A.M.
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4:52 A.M.
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5:55A.M.
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7:24 A.M.
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Drumming Sites

Photo’s by AMJ

Photo’s by AMJ
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Grouse Droppings

AMJ
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Excellent shrub component with 

overhead cover

AMJ
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Drumming log in winter

AMJ
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• Why do grouse 
drum in the fall?

• What does it tell us 
about density?

• What does it tell us 
about the habitat?

AMJ
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Ben Curtes

The Male Grouse is very territorial
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Ben Curtes
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Photo’s by Ben Curtes
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Drag marks made by a male grouse dragging his wing tips in the 

snow.  Indicating the outer boundaries  of his territory

against any male  intruder.

Drag Marks

AMJ
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Dusting Sites

Nesting Bowls

Distance relationship to each other 

and the drumming log
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Dusting Sites

• Dusting site requirements 

• Why do Grouse dust?

• Location

• Weather

• Used by both sexes

Fresh Dusting Site

Old Dusting Site

AMJ

AMJ
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Dusting Site

AMJ
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Dusting Site

AMJ
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Nesting Bowl made of 

decayed bark

Nesting Bowl in the dirt Photo’s by AMJ

Nesting Bowls
Used by both sexes
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AMJ

20 gauge shell to 

add perspective
Feathers
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AMJ

Nesting bowl with 

grouse dropping
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Dusting Site 239’ to 

Drumming Log

Drumming Log 226’ to 

Nesting Bowl

Nesting Bowl 254’ 

to Dusting Site

Distance between grouse activity sites
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Hen & Chicks
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Important attributes of the male grouse

Activity Center!

• Time spent  

• Return to same winter habitat    

• Food = Survival

• Cover + Survival

• Distance from a male’s covert 

to brood range 

AMJ
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The Female 

Grouse

• The hen’s cryptic colors & 

nesting site

• Number of days needed to 

lay a clutch.

• Incubation period

• Span of hours for the eggs to 

hatch 

• From mating to laying eggs

• The quality of the hatch 

Tom Nicholls

Tom Nicholls
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Tom Nichols
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Just hatched chicks

• Time of the hatch

• Time spent together (hen 

& chicks)

• Size of the chicks

• Weight of a newborn 

chick

John Boettcher

• Rate of growth

• Protein requirements

• First flight

• Brood range

Tom Nicholls
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How Grouse Escape  Patterns develop

• The hen

• Hunters

• Hunting patterns

• Weather

• Predators

• Cover

AMJ
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Dispersal

Habitat shifts 

Winter Regrouping

Skip Souther
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Dispersal

• The break up of the 

family unit

• Who leaves first?

• Duration of dispersal

• Signs of dispersal

Ben Curtes
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Males & Female Dispersal

• Where do the young males go?

• What do they seek?

• A little at a time

• Fall drumming and what it means 

John Boettcher

• When do the females disperse?

• How far do they move?

• Why?
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1988-1989

1988-1989

1988-1989

1988-1989

1988-1989

1990-1991

1990-1991

1990-1991

1990-1991

1990-19911992

1998-1999

1998-1999

1998-1999

1998-1999

1998-1999

1998-1999

Possible areas for 

Grouse dispersal
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Why are Grouse present in one 

area and not another?

• Are they passing 

through?

• Young males & poorer 

sites

• Evaluate the area by 

habitat not flushes

• Over grazing

• Genetic diversity

AMJ
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Adult Male Adult Hen Juvenile Male Juvenile Female

Winter Same covert

8-10 acre site

Will winter in amongst the 

males =+/- 25 acre sites

Spring Same covert Mates with male then lays, 

incubates and hatches 

eggs 

Just hatched chicks, 

will travel to brood 

range

Just hatched 

chicks, will travel to 

brood range

Summer Same covert

8-10 acre site

Brood Range Brood Range Brood Range

Fall Same covert

8-10 acre site

Leaves brood range, often 

heads back to the same 

area  where she wintered  

Leaves brood range 

and goes through 

dispersal. Males set 

up around other 

males. Males 

dispearse the last 

part of September.

Leaves brood 

range and goes 

through dispersal. 

Hens disperse the 

first part of October.

Winter Same covert

8-10 acre site

Will winter in amongst the 

males =+/- 25 acre sites

Finds his own 8-10 

acre site 

Will winter in 

amongst the males 

=+/- 25 acre sites
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Winter Regrouping

• Regrouping is based on 

food and habitat

• Each Grouse is on his/her 

own

• Grouse are individualists

AMJ
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Roosting Sites & Snow Burrows

AMJ
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Roosting Sites

• Winter survival from predators

• Age of the trees

• Single or in clusters  

• Temperature variations

• Grouse metabolism

AMJ
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AMJ

Cluster of Balsam Fir used for winter cover
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Snow Burrows

• Thermal protection & concealment

• Depth and direction of burrow

• Location of burrow 

• Burrow temperature

AMJ
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Habitat  Composition

Chip Laughton
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Cover type

Overgrown Land

Open Land

Clear-cuts

Hardwoods

Mixed Hardwoods

Coniferous Woodland

AMJ
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Open Land = Edges

• Does not provide adequate 

cover or shelter

• Provides mainly food during the 

summer

• Will improve adjacent 

woodlands by creating edges

• Example would be shrubs that 

are established along the edges 

of an field or wildlife opening

• Edges may be used for dusting 

& sunning
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AMJ
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Old farm field edges being 

overgrown by brush & saplings 

AMJ
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Overgrown Land = abandoned fields or 

openings that are 40% shrub and saplings

Typically a single, species short-lived 

will become established

• Tree Saplings

• Tree saplings and Hardwood 

Shrubs with a few conifers

• Hardwood Saplings and shrubs 

with numerous conifers
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AMJ
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Fields overgrown by shrubs & saplings 

AMJ
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Clear cuts produce even age 

regeneration of saplings
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• Initial clear-cut

• Early growth stage

• Thinning

• Canopy & small plants

• Shrubs

• Important summer cover

• Soil, slope and moisture
AMJ
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Aspen stand with a clean floor 

and a good shrub component 

AMJ
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Hardwoods

• Lacks shelter for protection

• Mature hardwoods lack 

understory and small plants 

(12” DBH>)

• Second growth hardwoods

(pole size to12” @ DBH)

• Diverse understory

• Small openings

• Shrubs

• Diversity of herbaceous plants

on the ground floor
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AMJ
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Hardwoods with a shrub understory

AMJ
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Mixed Hardwoods

• A hardwood containing from 20% 

to 70% conifer

• Offers shelter and protection

• Young conifers in a (pole to 

12”dbh) or second growth 

hardwood stand is better than 

large pines that can hide predators

• With a younger second growth 

hardwood stand there will be shrub 

composition, small plants and 

conifers available to offer both 

shelter and protective cover
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AMJ
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Mixed Hardwoods

AMJ
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Coniferous Woodland

• Woods comprised of 70% 

conifer

• Limited shrubs present

• Not many herbaceous plants

• Not known to provide much 

in food

• Mainly used for shelter 
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AMJ
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Coniferous Woodland

AMJ
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AMJ

Mixed Conifer and Hardwoods
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This new woodlot is filling in with a nice stand of 

white birch and white pine
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AMJ

Herbaceous plants

Shrubs with food

Seasonal food

Trees

Food and cover
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•What time do grouse feed?

•The time it takes to feed

• Energy used while feeding

•Changing conditions during feeding

•Predation while feeding

•Calories for the picking

Food – It is all about 

quality & quantity

Photo’s by AMJ
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Grouse Food =Trees – Shrubs – Vines -

Ground Covers - Insects

• Trees = Seeds, buds, fruits, leaves & catkins

• Shrubs = Seeds, buds, fruits, leaves & catkins

• Vines = Seeds, fruit, leaves

• Groundcovers = Seeds, fruit, leaves

• Insects = taken by both adult & young alike; however, a 

chick’s first months diet is comprised of 90% + insects adults 

5% of their diet during the summer

• Frank C. Edminster in his book titled The Ruffed Grouse 

states that there have been over 374 different plants and 131 

different kinds of small insects eaten by grouse
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Fall frost and changes in food usage 

AMJ
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Bunchberries
“a member of the Dogwood family”

Small plant that occurs in patches and grows in areas that 

are not in full sunlight but under a canopy that will 

produce a forest floor that is mostly free of weeds.  

Bunchberries are a good indicator of a prime clear cut that 

a hen grouse will use to raise her chicks.  Fruit is white in 

the spring and turns red in the fall. 

AMJ

AMJ
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Strawberries

Ground covered with clumps of 

three-lobed leaves.

White or pink flowers in spring

followed by delectable red berries.AMJ

AMJ

Grouse utilize the flower in the spring and the fruit during the 

summer.  Depending on the region the leaves are eaten year 

round. 
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Tag Alder

• Sedges

• Next best cover for broods

• Important escape routes

• Flooding 

• Temperature variation
Photo’s by AMJ
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The Dogwood family

AMJ

This is an example of 

Re-Oiser Dogwood

Flowering dogwood

Gray dogwood

Bunchberry

Round leaf dogwood

Silky cornel dogwood

Rough leaf dogwood

Blue cornel

Red –Oiser dogwood
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Hawthorn

AMJ

The fruit is utilized from 

fall into winter and even the 

occasional fruit that is still 

found on the ground in 

spring.  Leaves are also 

eaten from spring through 

summer.
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• Extremely showy in late fall & early winter

• Birds are readily attracted to them 

• Shrub grows in both wet and dry sites

AMJ

AMJ

Winterberry
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Winterberry

AMJAMJ
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American or 

Beaked Hazelnut

• Shrub like bush with catkins

• Good fall and winter food Photo’s by AMJ
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American 

Hazelnut also 

known as hazel 

brush

AMJ

Fruit

Catkin
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Hazelnut shrub in an older aspen cut

AMJ
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Hazelnut thicket

AMJ
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A grouse’s view of escape through Hazelnut brush 

AMJ
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Yellow Birch 

Photo’s by AMJ
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Grouse feeding in Yellow Birch

AMJ
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Ironwood

• Where to find Ironwood

• Time of year

• Catkins  

• Qualities of Ironwood

AMJ
AMJ
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Aspen offers something for every season

AMJ
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Aspen stands are critical to a grouse’s life

• Provides a major food source in 

Winter.. the male aspen bud

• Provides excellent canopy cover 

for chicks

• A Clear cut, 8-16 years of age, 

will provide an excellent 

environment for young plants 

which are primary food for young 

chicks to feed on during early 

development

John Boettcher
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Range of maps of Aspen and Grouse
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Aspen Range Ruffed Grouse Range
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Aspen Stand Regeneration

• Rate of development

• Moisture

• Season harvested 

• Soil conditions

• Outside influences

• Weather

AMJ
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Aspen stand clone
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AMJ

• Density of the canopy

• Grass

• Raspberries

• Ferns

• Small plants

Young Clear Cuts
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Young aspen cut with lots of 

raspberries and ferns and weeds

Young  aspen cut with a clean floor 

with plenty of small plants for food

AMJAMJ
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Working through a young clear cut

AMJ

90  
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• Early thinning

• Food

• Change in ground cover

Older Aspen Stands

AMJ
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Thinning in an Aspen stand

AMJ
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Aspen the world’s 

largest clone?

• Harvest rotation

• Reproduction 

• Clones 

• Buds key to winter survival

• Male buds produce 

flowering catkins

AMJ
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The Male Aspen Buds

Food Carbo-hydrates Fat Protein 
% of 

water

Clover 2.8 grams
0.2 

grams
1.6 grams 84%

Thorn apple 13 gram
0.8 

grams
0.6 grams 60%

Male Aspen 

Bud
14 grams

6.5 

grams
6.4 grams

AMJ
Ref: The Ruffed Grouse by Gordon Gullion,1989
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Seasonal usage of Aspen by Grouse
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Season Flowering 

Catkins

Buds Leaves

Spring X

Summer X

Fall X X

Winter X
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Flowering Male 

Aspen Buds

• Flowering catkins

• Choice, early Spring food 

• A key to spring survival

AMJ

AMJ
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AMJ

Grouse feeding on aspen catkins in the spring
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AMJ

Cycles Predators

Loss of Habitat Changes in Habitat
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Grouse Cycles

Photo’s by AMJ & Skip Souther
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Factors affecting the life cycle of the grouse

• Population growth 

• Decline of predators

• Forest Tent Caterpillars

• Creating new clear cuts

• Loss of habitat

• The aging of clear cuts
AMJ
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Predators

Tom Nicholls

AMJ

AMJ
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AMJ

Woodcock physical attributes Chicks

Banding

Habitat

Temperature
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Woodcock

• Migratory bird

• Upside down brain

• Ears in front of the eyes

• Eyes are high set and large

• Large heart and dark meat

• Coloration… the best!

• Bill is prehensile

• Flies more than walks AMJ
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Female Woodcock

• Larger & chunkier than males

• Longer bills

• Nests in edges between clearings 

in the forest

• Normally lays 4 eggs

• Takes 5 days to lay eggs

• Twenty days to incubate eggs

• Hens migrate earlier than males AMJ
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Male Woodcock

• Smaller than female

• Shorter bill

• Faster flyer

• Tends to fly out vs. up

• Migrates last

AMJ
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Looking for Woodcock signs
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Photo’s by AMJ
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Woodcock Chicks 

• Activity of newborn chicks

• Short flights within a month

• Chick mortality is low

• Bill growth

• By six weeks hard to tell chicks 

from adults
John Huff
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Photo’s by John Huff

Woodcock chick
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Banding Woodcock Chicks
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Photo’s by John Huff
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Making the connection 

• Singing Grounds

• Roosting  Sites 

• Stem Density 

• Shrubs

• What Woodcock do not like

AMJ
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Hard Maple with Balsam understory

• Hot afternoons

• Cold mornings

• Rain and poor weather

• Noise Level? 

• Leaf Litter

• Hunting in the snow

AMJ
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Sugar Maple & Sugar Maple Saplings 

• Alternate Habitat

• Temperature

• Canopy Density

• Soil

Photo’s by AMJ
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North Slopes on hot afternoons

• Temperature

• Soil Moisture

AMJ
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Finding Woodcock

• Find the combination

• Young stands of alder

• Drought Years

• Where do they loaf?

• Weather & wind direction

AMJ
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Woodcock Habitat
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Grouse & Woodcock Identification

Pictures by AMJ
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Photo by Ben Curtis

AMJ

AMJ

Grouse Identification
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Quick identification while in the field

1. Eye Patch

2. Rump Feathers

3. Band

Photo by Skip Souther
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Juvenile or adult grouse

Photo by AMJ 
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Woodcock Identification 

Photo by AMJ
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The dollar bill measurement

Photo by AMJ

BILL LENGTH Sex of Woodcock % Accuracy

Less than 64mm Male 100%

64mm to 66mm Male

Range of 67 to 69mm ? ?

69-71mm Female 95%

72mm or greater Female 100%
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Photo by Chip Laughton

Checking width of 

outer primaries

Measure width of 

outer three primaries 

to determine sex of 

bird.
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Juvenile or adult 

Photo by Chip Laughton
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Planning the Hunt Topo & Aerial Photo’s 

Elevation changes Shrub component

Frosty mornings Roosting & Feeding

The point Anticipating the flush

Weather Scenting conditions

The nervous grouse Checking the crop

Trails and brush piles Dead bird

High pressured areas Putting it all together
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Know the Area before you Hunt! 

• Locate the clear cuts

• Have alternate sites 

• Research the area

• Topo and Aerial photos 

• Preseason scouting 

• Dry hunting 
AMJ
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Plan the Hunt

• County, State, Federal Maps

• Grouse Habitat Maps

• Aerial Photos

• Topo maps

• Drumming counts

• Foliage cover

• Normal temperature range 

Photo by AMJ
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Use of the Internet 

• Topo programs

• Aerial photos

• Terra Server

• USA Photo Maps

• Goggle Earth  

Google Earth
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Picking out the clues
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Timber Types & Elevation

Marshy

HardwoodsBlack Spruce & Tamarack

Tag Alder

Older Aspen cut 

Young cut

Road

Stream

Meadow

Aspen clear 

cut 8 -12 years

Drainage area 

from old 

beaver pond
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Clues in the woods

• Blue lines 

• Finding markers

• Reading the markers

• Witness trees

Photo’s by AMJ
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Photo AMJ
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Photo AMJ
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Photo AMJ
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Tag Alder

Swamp grass high water table

Aspen

Hardwoods

Elevation Changes = Changes in Soil 

= Changes in Timber Type
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Swamp Grass

Tag Alder

Black Spruce

Aspen

Hardwood
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The shrub component of a stand

• Hazel brush

• Second canopy

• Woodcock

• Older Aspen stands

• Escape routes

• Raising a brood

• Drumming Areas

• Nesting Area for the hen

Copyright (C)  2009 Northwind Enterprises, LLC                                       21  
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Transitions on cold frosty mornings

• East facing cover

• Elevation

• Openings 

• Where does the dew 

burn off first

• Elevation

Copyright (C)  2009 Northwind Enterprises, LLC                                       11

AMJ
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East facing Clear-cuts

Tag Alders

Possible singing ground 

locations

The east facing hillsides of a young 

Aspen clear cut will receive the first 

light of morning.  These sites will 

quickly burn off the dew or frost as 

well as warm the birds.
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Frosty mornings

Upland meadow 

along clear cut

Natural depression 

leading toward 

meadow

This hillside is still 

in the shadows

Path Grouse took 

leaving roosting site

Hunter # 1

Hunter # 2
Dog & 

Guide
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Roosting and Feeding Area

Roosting areas

Roosting areas
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The Point

• How close is the bird.

• How late in the season

• How far does your dog 

range out.

• False points 
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AMJ
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Anticipating a grouse flush

Copyright© 2001 Maptech, Inc.
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Weather and how it affects our hunt

Time of day

Where is it quiet?

When will it storm?

When do the birds shut down

High humidity

A gentle rain

How many days of bad 

weather?
Skip Souther
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Know the Weather Before & During the Hunt

• Fronts & feeding

• Hourly temperature

• Surface winds

• Ten day forecast

• Use the internet
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Grouse and the Scent Trail

• How much scent does it 

leave behind?

• The longer it stays on the 

ground the more scent it 

sheds

• How our dogs react to scent

AMJ
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Scenting Conditions

• Moisture

• Wind direction

• Wet pants

Paige Stoots
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Checking the crop

• Is it really necessary?

• What type of food

• How full is the crop

• Has the food started to 

be processed?

• How fresh is the food? 
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AMJ
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Trails  and Brush piles

• Working trails by yourself

• Anticipating cover

• Cover that forces a 

grouse to flush

• Bush piles

Copyright (C)  2009 Northwind Enterprises, LLC                                       33

AMJ
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Dead Bird!

• Follow up on your shots.

• Mark the spot.

• Scent where the bird lands.

• Brush piles and holes.

• Re-flushes

• Let it settle 

• Hit and Run!

• Farther out than you may think!

• The birds that are never found
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AMJ
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Finding a pattern

• Try approaching the bird 

from different directions

• Observe the bird’s direction 

of escape

• Assess the timber types

• Take note of the time of 

day. 

• Take time to read your dog 

Bean letting me know there are grouse 

down the hill!

AMJ
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How to evaluate an area

• Look for multiple cuts within 1-2 

miles of each other

• Identify the timber types

• Factor in the current weather

• Evaluate the elevation & slope

• Look for escape routes

• Look for sources of grouse food

• Recall what a Grouse or Woodcock 

needs
AMJ
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Take time to enjoy your hunt!
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Photo’s by AMJ 

& Skip Souther
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Using the Tools for a 

Successful hunt !

Study your notes, maps, and 

other resources In the end PRO can make a 

difference

AMJ

AMJ

AMJ
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Northwind PRO Hunter Workshop

 Planning +

 Resources =

 Opportunities

Photo by Tom Mohrhauser Upland Almanac

Thank you for your 

participation.

Have a safe and productive 

hunt!
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The Ruffed Grouse utilizes various parts of trees and groundcover and vines.  Below is a 

listing of some of the foods that these birds will utilize

Species Food Species Food 

TREES AND SHRUBS GROUNDCOVERS

aspens buds, catkins, leaves strawberry leaves, fruit, blossom

willow buds, catkins partridgeberry leaves, fruit, seeds

birchs buds,catkins cinquefoil leaves

hazelnut buds, catkins clover leaves

ironwood catkins bedstraw leaves

Hophorn bean catkins, buds, seeds geum leaves

beech fruit,buds alumroot leaves

oaks fruit, buds sheep sorrel leaves

rose fruit, buds Christmas fern leaves

chokecherry fruit,buds honeysuckle leaves

mountain ash fruit, buds aster leaves

huckleberry fruit, buds hawkweed leaves

blueberry fruit, buds meadow rue leaves

serviceberry buds other ferns leaves

maple buds, seeds hawkweed seeds

viburnum fruits, seeds, buds sedges seeds

barberry fruits, seeds, buds wild-lilly of the valley seeds

dogwoods fruits, seeds, buds avens seeds

blueberry fruit, leaves, buds, twigs grape seeds, fruit

hawthorn seeds, fruits, leaves, buds wintergreen leaves, fruit

blackgum fruit avems leaves, fruit

sumac fruit tick clover leaves, fruit

privet fruit lespedeza leaves, fruit

cherry seeds, fruits, leaves, buds teaberry leaves, fruit

apple seeds, fruits, leaves, buds wintergreen leaves, fruit

witch hazel seeds, leaves, buds rose leaves, fruit

mountain laurel leaves, buds crabapples fruit

highbush cranberry leaves, fruit, buds bittersweet fruit

bunchberry fruit

Species Food elderberry fruit

VINES ligonberry fruit

blackberry seeds, fruits skunk cabbage fruit

poison ivy seeds, fruits arrow wood fruit

greenbrier fruit, leaves kinnikinnick fruit

bittersweet fruit, leaves multiflora rose fruit

holly fruit

poison ivy fruit

This is only a partial listing of some of the foods that a grouse will utilize.
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IMPORTANT GROUSE FOOD FOR THE NORTHERN HALF OF THE U.S.

Tree/Shrubs Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May JuneJuly Aug. SeptOct. Nov.

Poplars

Cherries

Partridgeberry

Birches

Hophornbeam

Ironwood

Apple

Hazelnut

Sumacs

Oaks

Beech

Plants Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May JuneJuly Aug. SeptOct. Nov.

Strawberry

Ferns

Wintergreen

Mountain Laurel

Canada Mayflower

Sheep Sorrel

Roses

Greenbriers

Viburnums

Blueberries

Grape

Dogwood

Brambles

Hawthorn

Sedge

Primary winter useage

Primary spring useage

Primary summer useage

Primary fall useage

Used as a secondary food

Food not utilized 
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Some of the main Fall & Winter Grouse foods in the  Central & Southern regions

Primary useage

NORTHEASTERN OHIO EAST CENTRAL OHIO SOUTHEASTERN OHIO PENNSYLVANIA

aspen aspen aspen aspen

cherry cherry cherry cherry

hop hornbeam hop hornbeam oaks hop hornbeam

beech dogwood sumac white oak

black gum viburnum dogwood dogwood

hazelnut hawthorn viburnum viburnum

hawthorn sumacs honeysuckle greenbrier

sumac grape greenbrier privet

greenbrier ferns grape blueberry

grape bittersweet ferns blackberry

avens poison ivy avens teaberry

rose rose bittersweet hazen

poison ivy avens rose rose

bedstraw poison ivy skunk cabbage

tick clover lespedeza grape

VIRGINIA (Winter Diet) Secondary Fall Fruit & Seed  Useage

greenbrier beech wintergreen

mountain laurel hawthorn mountain ash

rose viburnums maple

grape white avens bittersweet

fragrant sumac tick trefoil

TENNESSEE (Winter Diet) smooth sumac cherry

mountain laurel poison ivy holly

Christmas fern blueberry Korean lespedeza

greenbrier common privet bush clovers

honeysuckle

SOUTHERN APPLACHIANS Fall & Winter Food Useage

NORTH CAROLINA (Winter Diet) greenbrier honeysuckle

acorns mountain laurel aster

dogwood Christmas fern grape

grape dogwood alumroot

mountain laurel cinquefoil sheep sorrel

Christmas fern black birch hawkweed

avens blueberry

GEORGIA (Winter Diet) other ferns ferns

mountain laurel

greenbrier

Christmas fern
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Fall & Winter Foods for some of the New England states

MAINE (Winter Diet) CONNECTICUT (Winter Diet) New York (Winter Diet)

aspen oaks aspen

yellow birch birches black cherry

white birch apple hop hornbeam

beech hazelnut gray birch

oaks witch hazel apple 

willow hawthorn

apple dogwood

hawthorn partridgeberry

hazel blackberry

viburnum poison ivy

blueberry viburnum

hawkweed cherry

strawberry barberry

clover cinquefoil

geum grape

wintergreen

LOW TO MODERATE USE of Fall Fruits & Seeds

grape dwarf corral

cherry lingonberry

raspberry staghorn

sedges smooth sumac

bearberry poison ivy

maple chokecherry

serviceberry nannyberry

mountain ash huckleberry

blueberry beech

bunchberry baneberry

elderberry wolfberry
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Ruffed Grouse Identification 

Using the tail band as an indicator to determine sex is not 

always correct.  It has been observed that 25% of the males 

have a broken band.  It will take a combination of indicators to 

determine if the grouse is male or female. 

Pictured to the right is a hen with a broken tail band 

 

 A measurement of one of the two tail feathers can help in sexing a grouse. In the 

Midwest if an adult grouse’s tail feather is less than 5.5 inches, it is a female.  If the 

feather is longer than 5 7/8 inches, it is a male. However, if the measurement falls 

between these two lengths, it could be either sex.   

 Females will have only one or no spots on the rump feather. 

 Males will have two to three rump spots 

 Males will have an orange to reddish color patch over their eyes; females have no 

distinct color. 

 The combination of a rump spot count and checking for a colored eye patch will almost 

conclusively determine the sex of an adult grouse.  

 

Pictured to the left is John Baker with another 

nice male grouse. Notice the solid tail band.  

This bird also has an eye patch of orange above 

his eyes and two spots on his rump feather. 

Pictured to the right is a conspicuous ruff on a 

male grouse. 

 

 

 

Broken tail band 

Middle tail feather of broken band can 

indicate a female 

Location of rump spot feathers  

Photo by John Boettcher 

Photo by John Boettcher 
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Juvenile or Adult Grouse? 

In late summer young chicks are now considered juvenile grouse and are hard to tell apart from 

the adults unless a careful inspection is performed.  Ruffed grouse can breed by the time they 

reach one year of age and once the juveniles reach the following spring they are then 

considered adult birds.  The best way to determine if a bird is adult or a juvenile is by inspecting 

their flight feathers (the 9th and 10th primaries) 

By the time hunting season is here an adult grouse will have molted all 10 primaries.  If you 

were to shoot a grouse and find that its 9th and 10th primary were still growing in on both  

 

 

wings you can be assured the bird is an adult.   Juveniles do not shed their 9th and 10th primary 

until the following summer. The juvenile primaries will be straight and worn whereas the adults 

feathers will be smoothed and slightly curved.  Also if you were to pull the ninth and eighth 

primary feathers of a juvenile grouse there will be more sheathing on the quill.  All birds will 

grow in their eight primaries so if you compare the eighth with the ninth primary and find more 

sheathing on the ninth primary it is from a juvenile grouse.  If there is the same amount of 

residual sheathing on both or even less then the bird will be an adult.  

Whether aging and/or determining the sex of a grouse, one should take time to look at both the 

sheathing on the quill and at the primaries in order to increase accuracy.   

 

1,   2,   3,   4,   5,   6,   7,   8,   9, 10 

10 

 

Worn area 

found on the 

trailing edge 

of primaries 9 

and 10. 

Male 

grouse 

with solid 

tail ban. 

Ruff 

Eye patch 

Secondary 

wing feathers 

Rump feathers 

Primary Feathers 
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The picture to the left shows the eye patch of a male grouse.  Females will not 

have much color on the patch above the eye. The color of the eye patch can 

range from a bright red that would be seen during mating season, to an orange 

color during the rest of the year.  

 

Woodcock Identification 

Determining sex of an adult woodcock many times involves having a ruler and multiple 

measurements.  

Measurements need to be made of the bill length. 

BILL LENGTH Sex of Woodcock % Accuracy 

Less than 64mm Male 100% 

64mm to  66mm Male  

Range of 67 to 69mm ? ?  

69-71mm Female 95% 

72mm or greater Female 100% 
 

Here is another way to sex a woodcock 

Using a dollar bill and holding the woodcock bill as 

shown, look to see if the woodcock bill is greater 

than the width of the dollar bill. This can indicate a 

female woodcock. If woodcock bill is less than the 

width of the dollar bill, this could indicate a male.  

The picture to the right shows how the dollar bill is used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another way of determining the sex of a woodcock is by measuring the width of the 

outer three primaries.  The picture to the left above shows the outer three primaries of a 

male woodcock, and the picture on the right above shows the outer three primaries of a 

http://www.michigan.gov/images/woodcock_emerging_male_65811_7.jpg
http://www.michigan.gov/images/woodcock_emerging_female_65814_7.jpg
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female woodcock.  The female outer three primaries are larger than the male’s due to 

her size.  

Measure the width of the first three primaries, 2cm from the tip of the feather.  Then add 

the numbers and if the number is less than 12.4mm, this indicates a male.  If it is over 

12.6mm, then this indicates a female.  However, if the sum falls between the range of 

the two numbers above then one of the other ways to determine the sex of the bird 

should be used.   

Wing Chord Measurments 

Using a wing chord measurement is a thrid way to determine sex of a woodcock.  

Locate the last joint on the wing, and then measure to the longest primary feather. 

Measurement of wing chord Sex of Bird Accuracy% 

Less than 125 mm Male 100% 

125 mm – 127 mm Male 95% 

Range of 128mm - 138mm Uncertain ? 

139 mm – 145 mm Female 95% 

146 mm or longer Female 100% 

 

Juvenile or Adult Woodcock? 

One of the easier ways to tell a juvenile from an adult is to look at the secondary 

primaries.  

 

On the juvenile (A) points to a distinct light colored 

band. On the adult feather there is no band.  On the 

juvenile (B) shows a dark separation line from the rest 

of the feather and the light colored band.  On the adult 

side there is no dark band. Comparing (C), on the 

juvenile side there is symmetrical mottling on both sides 

of the feather, however, the adult side shows only the 

mottling on one side.  

Another way to determine age is to look at the tips of 

the primaries one through three of a woodcock’s 

primary feathers. The young woodcock’s tips or (barbs) 

will show wear and an adult’s will break off, leaving a “V” type pattern at the end of the 

feather.  

 Secondary Primaries 

C 

A 

B 

A 

B 
C 

Juvenile            Adult 

Greg. Sepik 

http://www.michigan.gov/images/woodcock_feather_juv_left_64520_7.jpg
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Through guiding I have come to realize how much my forestry background has assisted me in reading the cover 
that I hunt and to distinguish good cover from poor cover as well as to be able to identify the attributes that 
make up good habitat for the birds.  I have lost track of how many hours I have guided or how many hunts I 
have conducted with clients, but I do know that each season most of my guide dogs have averaged at least 1200 
flushes by the time we call it quits for the year. There is not a week that goes by that I do not learn something 
new about finding and hunting grouse and woodcock.  I also know that with grouse and woodcock hunting you 
can never know it all and that we will always be learning each time we step into the woods. 
 
I invite you to use this workshop as a guide to enhance your grouse and woodcock hunting experience.  This is 
just one person’s view.  Like asking for driving directions, you can talk to ten grouse hunters and come up with 
five different ways of accomplishing the same task.  I do not profess to be an expert or to come close to knowing it 
all, but I do know what has worked very successfully for me over the years and to that end I consider myself 
privileged and honored to share my perspective with you, a  fellow grouse and woodcock hunter.     
          Ann M. Jandernoa   
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I feel fortunate to have made so many great friends through our business. As time goes by I look 
forward to each fall to renew old friendships and catching up on all the happenings of the past 
year. This past year I had the pleasure of  meeting Chip Laughton of NC through our mutually 
good friend Robert Bell III of North Carolina .  
 
Robert told me that he was going to bring Chip along on the hunt this year and that he was a 
professional photographer.  I just expected Chip to hunt with us and not to actually photograph 
the hunt.  From the start I was impressed with the  way Chip was shadowing the hunt.  Most of 
the time you actually forgot he was there until you looked at the dog locked up on point and there 
was Chip on his stomach in the brush taking pictures of Mr. Bean capturing the intensity of the 
dog’s face while on point.  Chip is owner of Days Afield Photography, LLC and knows how to move through the 

woods capture the moment and preserve your memories of the hunt on film.  I highly 
recommend Chip and  his services and I also feel fortunate to count Chip as another 
one of my hunting friends from the south.  The picture on the front of the work book 
was taken by Chip and is of Robert and his dog Holly. Chip also took the picture of Mr. 
Bean and I looking at a woodcock and these additional pictures of Mr. Bean on point.  
Below is additional information about Chip and his business.  
 
Chip Laughton with Days Afield Photography LLC, is an outdoor adventure photog-
rapher specializing in upland hunting, fly-fishing, and sport-

ing dogs.  He lives in the mountains of Western North Carolina with wife Kelly, two labs 
and a springer spaniel. You can usually find him tangled up in some thicket chasing 
pointers; up to his chest in a river shooting your backcast: or watching a retriever crawl 
through flooded timber to bring back that mallard.  Chip is doing what he loves best cap-
turing the memories of your Days Afield. 
                  Days 
Afield Photography, LLC 
    www.daysafieldphotography              241 Feeman Creek Rd. 
   Email: chiplaughton@bellsoth.net              Zirconia, NC 28790  




